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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI SURVEY
Class of 1975

I. INTRODUCTION
This report to the Class of 1975 is one of a series made to
University of Michigan Law School alumni. The Law School has now
conducted surveys five years after graduation of the graduating
classes of 1968 through 1977, and fifteen years after graduation of
the classes of 1951 through 1967.
The purpose of the surveys is two-fold: to find out what has
happened to our graduates, and to solicit their opinions and suggestions, based on their experiences since leaving law school, as to how
our curriculum and program might be improved. The similarity of the
questions in the survey from year to year allows us to see how conditions and opinions appear to change over time.
The information used to analyze the responses of the Class of
1975 was somewhat more comprehensive than that used for previous
classes in that it included two sources of data beyond the survey
questionnaire: the original application form submitted to the Law
School, and the final grade transcript. As reported below, information from these two sources allowed us to investigate whether prelaw school and law school characteristics of members of the Class
of 1975 seemed to be significantly related to career characteristics
five years later.
There were 369 persons in the Class of 1975, that is, persons receiving J.D. degrees that year. An additional 35 persons received degrees beyond the J.D. We mailed questionnaires to the 365 who were,
according to Law School records, living in North America in the spring
of 1981. We received 284 completed questionnaires back, or 77 percent,
roughly the same proportion as for the Classes of 1968 through 1971.
How representative of the entire Class of 1975 are the alumni who
responded to the questionnaire? Though there are small differences
between those who responded and those who did not (on the basis of
other information we had on the nonrespondents), the respondents seem
generally representative of the class as a whole.
II.

THE CLASS OF 1975 WHEN IT ENTERED LAW SCHOOL*

The majority of the graduating class of 1975 (65%) began law
school in· the fall of 1972, with an additional 23% beginning the
summer before or the summer after. A sixth of the class were women,
*The figures in this. section are drawn from the records of the entire
graduating class, not from the records of only those who responded to
the 5-year questionnaire.
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a vastly higher proportion than had started in the Law School classes
a decade earlier but only half the proportion that women represent in
the class starting in 1982. Much the same as today, 10% of the class
were Black, Hispanic or Asian.
ln some regards the backgrounds of the students were very similar, in other respects very different. The fathers of over 80% of the
students were professionals or held other white collar positions. Few
of their mothers held jobs outside the home. On the other hand, there
was much geographic diversity. Forty percent of the students' parents
came from Michigan, but over a third came from outside the Great Lakes
area. The size of the hometowns of students also varied widely. A
quarter of the students were raised in cities of over a million population but another quarter grew up in towns with a population of less
than 25,000. As we will later see, for large numbers of students the
communities they grew up in were substantially smaller than the towns
in which they now practice. On starting law school, a quarter of the
class was married but only one in twenty students had children.
The majority of the Class of 1975 went directly from undergraduate school to law school. However, 13% had gone to graduate school
(12% obtaining Master's degrees) and 41% had some employment (other
than a summer job) since obtaining their Bachelor's degree; for over
a quarter of those who had had such employment, the "employer" was
the U.S. military, and an equal proportion had professional/managerial or other white collar jobs.
The University of Michigan, not surprisingly, was the most frequent undergraduate school attended, although there was a wide distribution. Two-thirds had majored in the social sciences or humanities, and seven-eights had earned academic honors:
Table 1: Undergraduate School
University of Michigan
25%
Other Michigan colle~es
13
Public colleges outside Michigan
17
Ivy League/Seven Sisters
14
Other private colleges
30
n=368
Table 2:

Undergraduate Major

Humanities
Social Sciences
Natural Sciences
Business & Economics
Engineering
Other
n=364

32%
34
6
20
4
5
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Table 3: Undergraduate Honors
None
15%
Phi Beta Kappa
13
Other
73
n=367
Two thirds of the members of the Class of 1975 ~ave some indication on their application forms as to what sort of career they had in
mind. As we will see below, most followed through on their plans.
Table 4: Career Plans at Time of Application
None indicated
17%
Law firm
52
House Counsel for corporation
5
Legal Aid, public interest, other nontraditional 16
Teaching, government
11
n=324
III.

THE LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

Most of the Class of 1975 completed law school in three years or
less; of the 9% who took longer, most did so because of intervening
military service. Five percent of the class transferred in from other
law schools.
During law school, most of the Class of 1975 relied primarily on
their family for school and living expenses; their own earnings were a
distant second:
Table 5:

Most Important Source of Income
Hhile in Law School
52%

Family
Veterans' benefits
Savings from prior to law school
Earnings during law school
U-M administered loans
U~M scholarships
Other low-interest loans
Regular commercial loans
n=282

6

11
13
9
4
6
0.5

Although earnings during law school are of secondary importance in
terms of total financing, a large proportion of the Class of 1975 had
employment during the school year at some point in their law school
career:
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Table 6:

None
1-15 hours
Over 15 hours

Average Weekly Hours of Employment
During School Year
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
64%
41 i'o
39%
24
39
35
12
20
25
n=282
n=282
n=283

For the 30% of the class who received one or more loans or scholarships from the Law School, the average total amount involved was $2000.
The typical member of the Class of 1975 took 18 Law School courses
after the first year. Of these, the average person took five courses
devoted to business and tax matters. Fifteen nercent of the class took
three or fewer such courses. Seventeen percent took seven or more.
Of students who graduated, law school grades tended to improve in
the second and third years of school:
Table 7:

1. 69 to 2.75

2.76 to 2.99
3.00 to 3.39
3.40 to 4.50

Cumulative Grade-Point Average
End of
End of
Final
1st Year
2nd Year
36%
27%
23'7o
17
17
16
27)
~~] 60%
20 47%
~~}56%
n=354

n=368

n=369

Looking back on their law school experience, the respondents to
our survey felt that the most meaningful contributions it made to their
current careers were in the areas of specific substantive knowledge and
learning to "think 1 ike a lawyer.= "
Table 8:

Part of Law School Training Contributing
Most Meaningfully to Current Career
Specific substantive course(s)
35%
Development of thinking process
33
15
Legal research and writing
Specific skills course(s)
10
Interaction with other students
3
2
Learning to operate under pressure
1
Interaction with faculty outside class
Clerking and research assistant work
0.5
n=204
An additional 80 persons, 28% of our respondents, could not identify

any specific meaningful contributions of law school to their careers.
The questionnaire asked for suggestions as to areas in tvhich the ·
Law School should increase or decrease it's course offerings. The
areas mentioned by 10% or more of the respondents were:
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Table 9:

Suggested Areas for Change in
Number of Course Offerings
% Suggesting
% Suggesting
Increase
Decrease

Business Planning
Clinical courses
Corporations & Securities
Legal Writing and Advocacy
Non-law courses
Procedure & Evidence
Trial Practice

15io
17

2%
5
1
0
5
0
1

10
20
9
9

23

The rather obvious preference is for more "skills" course offerings.
To our surprise, the likelihood of a respondent suggesting a particular
increase or decrease was significantly related to career characteristics in only a few instances. Persons specializing in corporate practice were more likely than others to recommend increases in business
planning, corporations, and securities course offerings. Attorneys in
smaller firms, and those with lower incomes, were more likely to recommend increases in clinical law offerings. Otherwise, career characteristics did not seem to have affected the recommendations.
IV.

LIFE SINCE LAW SCHOOL

The current residences of the members of the Class of 1975 show
that, compared to their parents' residence at the time of application
to law school, there has been a significant shift from smaller to
larger communities, and from Michigan and the Midwest to the South,
the West, and foreign countries:
Table 10:

Current Region of Residence

Michigan
Wayne and Oakland Counties
Rest of State
Other North Central states
New York and other Mid-Atlantic states
New England
South, Southwest and Mountain
California and Northwest
Foreign
n=404
Table 11:

25,000 or less
25,000 to 100,000
100,000 to 500,000
500,000 to 1,000,000
Over 1,000,000

29%

(13)
18
20
3

(16)

7

13
9

Size of Community in Which Class
Members Currently Work

6i.,
11

23
26
34

n=284
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These aggregate numbers conceal a great amount of movement by individuals. Less than half of the members of the class now live in the region in which their parents lived at the time of application to law
school; movement was particularly likely for persons originally from
outside Michigan:
Table 12:

Proportion Currently Living in Same Region
as Were Parents at Time of Application
Originally from Michigan
57%
(n=l46)
Originally from outside Michigan
29
(n-220)
(n=366)
Total
40%
Despite the fact that Michigan residents were more likely to remain in the state than non-residents were to return to their regions,
Michigan suffered a net loss due to post-graduation changes of residence: 63 previous Michigan residents (43% of previous residents) have
moved out of the state, but only 18 previous non-residents (8% of previous non-residents) stayed in the state after graduation.
The overall shift to larger cities also conceals some countervailing trends in the size of communities in which people live:
Table 13:

Current Community Size Compared to
Community in Which Raised
Current community smaller
18%
31
Current community same size
51
Current community larger
n=283
Persons raised in smaller communities (less than 100,000 population)
made up the majority of those currently practicing in small communities, but less than half of those now practicing in large communities
(over one million population) were raised in similar areas.
Virtually all of the respondents to our questionnaire are currently engaged in the practice of law, and the great majority of those
practice as part of a law firm:
Table 14: Principal Occupation
Attorney in law firm (including solo practice)
Attorney in non-firm setting
Educator
Other non-practice occupation
n=284

65%
26
3
6

Among those who are neither in law firms nor educators, most are part
of the legal staff in a corporation, bank, or governmental organization:
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Table 15:

Employer of Practitioners
Not in Law Firms

U.S. government
State government
County government
City government
Other government
For-profit organization
Other
·

19%
15
10
7

4

n=74

35
11

For those who are neither practicing law nor teaching, the reasons
given for not practicing are varied, split about evenly between preference for another occupation and distaste for various aspects of law
practice.
Ninety-seven percent of our respondents are employed fulltime,
3% part-time. However, there is a large difference by gender; 99% of
men are working fulltime, but only 78% of women. This was one of the
few major differences between the experiences of the men and women
students.
As stated above, two thirds of the class are in private practice.
Many people have an image of our graduates working primarily in large
firms and in fact, of course, a great many do. Those who are still
employees of firms (rather than partners in firms) tend to work for
quite large firms (median size: 50). On the other hand, those who are
partners in firms tended to work in small firms (median size: 10).
More generally, most of the respondents to the survey do not work in
very large settings. Half of our respondents work in settings with 15
or fewer other attorneys and 13% of those in private practice are solo
practitioners. In short, the settings for practice of the Class of
1975 are strikingly diverse.
Table 16:
Solo
Solo in association
Partner in firm
Employee of firm
Table 17:
None
1-3
4-7
8-15
16-30
31-50
51+

Practice Situation of Firm Practitioners
7%
6
30
58
n=l81
Number of Other Attorneys in Office
(All Practitioners)
9%
11
14
16
13
9

29
n=255

A number of the above aspects of our respondents' current careers
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were significantly related to other characteristics. For example, the
greater the number of business and tax courses taken in law school, the
greater the likelihood of being engaged in law firm practice. And the
pre-law school career plan (as remembered later, not as expressed on
the application) are somewhat predictive of current occupation.
Among those who are now practitioners, 70% have practiced law for
the entire time since they left law school. For a few of our respondents, about 7%, part or all of the time spent not practicing law was
devoted to obtaining post-J.D. education, primarily in disciplines other
than law.
Most of our respondents have changed jobs at least once in the five
years since leaving law school. Job-changing was more frequent among
persons currently working in the Mid-Atlantic region, the South, and
California, and among persons currently in the smallest firms. It appears to be the case that most of the movement between firms is from
larger to smaller ones.
The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate areas of practice
to which they devote 25% or more of their time. Only 4% had no such
"specialty." Of the 37 areas listed by one or more respondents, only
nine were noted by 5% or more. (Note that each respondent could mention three areas, so the total need not be 100%):
Table 18: Current Specialties
11%
Administrative
9
Banking & Commercial
20
Corporations & Business
12
Criminal
10
Labor
12
Real Property
14
Tax
Trial, General
25
8
Trial, Negligence
n=284
Questionnaire respondents provided us with information on the
range of their income from their principal occupation (which, of
course, was the practice of law for 91%):
Table 19:
$25,000 or less
$25,001-$30,000
$30,001-$35,000
$35,001-$40,000
$40,001-$50,000
~50,001 or more

Income Ranges
lSio
12
17
21)
23
57%
13
n=273

Income does seem to be associated with a few other factors, including geographic region, city population, size of firm, and practice
situation. Incomes are lowest for persons working in outstate Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, and New England, and highest for those working in New
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York and the Mid-Atlantic region. Incomes increase with community
population and with firm size. Solo practitioners have far lower incomes than persons working in a firm setting. Two other factors that
some people might have expected to be related to income are not: among
the Class of 1975, current income does not seem to be associated with
gender or ethnicity, contrary to census-aita indicating that in general
women and minority attorneys have smaller incomes than white male attorneys. Two explanations are plausible: that a Michigan law degree (and
the practice situations into which it directs graduates) is sufficient
to overcome the disadvantages suffered by most women and minority lawyers; or that the numbers of women and minorities in our sample are so
small that differences in income would have to be quite dramatic in
order to meet our test of statistical significance.
Six years after law school, a large majority of our respondents
are married, and a bare majority have children. While these represent
huge increases over the levels at the time members of the class entered
law school, they still seem low compared to the general population at
roughly age 30:
Table 20: Marital Status
Currently married
Never married
Divorced or separated
Living with another person
n=281
Table 21:

73%
17
9
1

Number of Children

None

50%
24
17
8
1

~e

Two
Three
Four
n=272

Of the people who are living in a setting with spouse or children,
great majorities find their spouse is supportive of their career, but
have some difficulty integrating their work and family responsibilities:
Table 22:
Very supportive
Supportive
Neutral
Negative
Very negative

Supportiveness of Spouse
to Respondent's Career
53%

41

3
2
1

n=209
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Table 23:
Easy
Somewhat difficult
Greatly difficult

Difficulty of Integrating Work
and Family Responsibilities
23%
66
11
n=229

Several other items on our
opinions about the respondents'
they were fulfilling the career
school, and even those who were
been a wise one:
Table 24:
Yes
No
Table 25:
Yes
No

questionnaire asked for subjective
careers. Most of our respondents felt
plans they had when they began law
not felt that the change of plans had

Whether Fulfilling Career Plans
at Beginning of Law School
55%
45
n=l88
For Those Who Changed Career Plans,
Whether Change of Plans Was Wise
97%
3
n=76

We also asked whether our respondents had exoerienced career
difficulties due to their race or sex. We expected, of course, that
women and Blacks would experience more such difficulties than white
males, and in fact that is what we found:
Table 26:

No
Yes, due to sex
Yes, due to race
Yes, due to both

Whether Experienced Career Difficulties
Due to Gender or Ethnicity
Women
Blacks
White Males
54%
33%
96%
2
17
39
2
2
39
.l
4
11
n=281
n=46
n=l8

It's not clear whether the 10 white males who said they had experienced
difficulties due to sex or race were referring to discrimination due to
minority ethnic status (only 2 of this group characterized themselves
as Jewish),or were reacting to affirmative action in favor of women and
Blacks, or were simply being sarcastic.
Finally, we asked our respondents to characterize their level of
satisfaction with their careers. Although such general satisfaction
ratings are subject to serious problems of interpersonal comparison-different people use different aspects of their career and implicitly
different answers to "compared to what"--the overall level of satisfaction appears to be very high:
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Table 27:
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Career Satisfaction
46%
45
4
4
1
n=273

A few of the other factors were related to the self-rating of satisfaction, but two we expected to be were not: income and gender. Ethnicity, however, was related--self-identified Blacks and Jews were much
less likely to rate themselves "very satisfied," and more likely to
rate themselves ·as "satisfied." Persons residing in the South and
Northwest gave themselves higher ratings, those in Michigan and the
West North Central region lower ratings. Finally, persons who felt
their spouses were "very supportive" of their careers were more likely
to rate themselves "very satisfied" with their career than those who
felt their spouses were "supportive."
V.

COMMENTS FROM RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

The last question on the questionnaire simply asked for any comments the respondent might wish to add. The remainder of this Report
is devoted to reprinting these comments.
"Having talked to attorneys from all over the country, I can say
without a doubt that many people respect the U-M Law School. I think
you are doing a wonderful job, and am happy that I was able to attend
law school there."
"It seems much more than five years."
"This questionnaire is a fine idea. However, it might be focused
more on Area VII (course increase and decrease). My biggest problem
in practice is the increasing lack of ethics I see, from both 'quality'
firms (one of which I worked with) and individual practitioners. I
believe that law school can help. I don't believe that more clinical
courses are the answer. I am strongly wedded to the Michigan approach
--viz, law school as a center for developing thinkers rather than trade
school functionaries. But there should be some way to remove some of
the egocentricity that, I believe, leads to so much unethical behavior.
A major part of the problem inheres in the adversarial system of justice. But another major part derives from the notion that success must
be measured by certain types of gains that have no relation to the substance involved.(i.e., not necessarily 'good' motives, but at least
motives designed to further some broader end that's self). Courses
could focus more on orocedure as an end toward substance, rather than
as an end in itself.· The only course that even aoproached this was
Federal Courts (ostensibly teaching how procedure becomes substance).
Unfortunately, as excellent as the course was, it does not appeal to
the majority of law students and those who need this approach most.
Instead, the intellectual gymnastics involved in most courses become
self-serving and are never fully integrated into the larger substantive picture.
As long as this society continues to view new law school graduates
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as full 'professionals,' there will be a gap between emotional and intellectual development. I believe that this gap accounts, in part, for
the egocentricity which so much practice involves. This is where the
abovementioned problem of courses enters and where some serious thought
could be given as to altering the approach utilized."
"My admiration for the U of M legal education has increased, after
becoming acquainted with persons who had legal educations of a more
practical, non-theoretical orientation. At the same time, I feel that
a better exposure to practical considerations early in (or throughout
the) 3-year law school process would have heightened my ability to learn,
and to profit from the analytical, theoretical, intellectual approach of
the law school. Otherwise stated, the law school should not adopt a
practical orientation, but rather should create a curriculum or structure
which includes measured components of practice--carefully measured, to
avoid becoming a mere trade school .... "
" .... I feel the school should make an effort to be more practice
oriented and less academic."
"It is difficult to comment on course offerings when I do not
really know what is offered at this time. The primary importance of a
legal education is excellent teachers who teach how to think and how to
approach our problems in a systemat1.c and logical way."
"I am a tenured Assistant Professor .... Department of Legal Studies.
For the past year and a half I have been on leave without pay while
venturing into the 'real world' to obtain first hand experience in the
practice of law and legislative process .... "
"My law practice is somewhat concentrated in the area of domestic
relations with an emphasis on difficult divorce litigation. My family
law course did not prepare me well since the instructor did not cover
the black letter law, settlement negotiations, tax incidence for property settlements and in general the real core of a divorce practice.
Instead, our class discussed women's rights, constitutional issues, and other interesting but less than basic, nuts and bolts, law
and procedure."
"Dissatisfaction stems from present workload; hopefully this is
temporary."
"If this survey is designed to measure lawyers' attitudes toward
law school 5 years after graduation, I don't know whether my responses
fully express my attitudes. When I was in Law School I felt I was being prepared poorly for my profession--now that I'm out in the world
I'm even more convinced law school education is a poor preparation. My
feelings aren't all that novel: law school is too ivory tower, too impractical, too meager in terms of 'teaching students how to be lawyers,'
and also too entrenched in the educational process that presumes that
life after law school is necessarily spent in a huge megafirm where the
educational process will continue."
"Law School should be oriented more towards practical problemsolving and the teaching of the skills of written communication; also
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towards statutory analysis. The present over-emphasis on case book
teaching is both inefficient and dreary. Law practice is a great deal
more challenging and interesting than law school."
"I believe there is too much emphasis on making Law Review at U
of M and not enough emphasis on teaching those who do not make Law Review how to write like a lawyer. Otherwise, I believe the education I
received there, though far from enjoyable, was better than the education
my colleagues from Harvard, Yale and Columbia law schools, to name only
three, received."
"I was happy to fill out the questionnaire. It does not convey to
a reader the impact of law school on me since I was much older than my
fellow students. That experience was one of the most difficult yet most
rewarding of my (then) 57 years of life. Most especially, the brilliant
teaching has stayed with me and changed many of my own teaching habits."
" ... My dissatisfaction with my career, to the extent it exists,
stems largely from (firm imposed) time pressures and hours, rather than
from the nature of my practice."
" .... from the perspective of a lawyer who spends substantially all
of his time in litigation, I do not subscribe to the current vogue in
favor of replacing 'academic' courses with 'clinical' or 'practical'
courses aimed at developing trial competence. Litigation is the last
stronghold of the nonspecialist, and success in litigation, perhaps even
more than in other legal fields, requires the ability to analyze often
unfamiliar legal problems, and clearly and persuasively expound that
analysis to a judge. There are sufficient opportunities at Michigan to
develop at least rudimentary trial competence, and that is, in my opinion, the most that can be reasonably anticipated from a law school education. Michigan offers a strong and varied program of academic
courses. I see little to be gained by tampering with. that successful
formula. I should also note that I do not favor the apparent trend toward lessening mandatory course requirements, and broadening 'optional'
credits. Granted, more and more lawyers practice in highly specialized
areas. But legal problems seldom fall neatly into only one substantive
area. Particularly in litigation, the failure to recognize that an apparently 'specialized' legal problem involves subsidiary issues outside
the particular substantive area, can bring dire disaster, not to mention unhappy clients. More fundamentally, I do not understand how any
'specialist' can truly comprehend his chosen subject area without developing first a solid background in more basic legal areas. Thus, for
example, many facets of labor law are simply incomprehensible without
a solid foundation in contract law, tort law, constitutional law, agency
law, and business organization law. Delete the mandatory prerequisites,
and one produces a generation of 'Blackstonian' labor lawyers; knowledgeable in black letter rules, but not knowing whence the rules arise,
or why the exceptions exist .... "
" .... The use of loans tends to channel people into jobs that make
money, with which the loans can be repaid. Making money is not necessarily the best use of a law school education; indeed, the requirement
that money be made narrows a graduate's options to more conventional
(moneymaking) careers .... Writing and oral communications skills should
receive much more emphasis in the law school curriculum."
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"The major failing of legal education at the University is not to
be found in the emphasis of the course offerings or the methods of
testing and grading. Nevertheless these continue to be the principal
concerns of both faculty and students, judging from this questionnaire
and the comments made in recent editions of the Notes. So it was when
I attended the U of M. However, it seems to me that the greatest deficiency lies in the absence of a concerted effort to communicate to
students the importance of what Dean White has called 'inner-directedness' to life after law school.
In the heat of competition for grades and jobs, it is easy for
law students to lose sight of the fact that top grades do not guarantee
success, nor does employment at a prestigious firm assure happiness and
satisfaction with the practice. A number of my good friends from the
class of 1975 came to realize this only after unfortunate experiences
following graduation. Those who avoided the influence of the 'herding
instinct' seem to be the most genuinely satisfied with their careers.
Those who have thought innovatively have achieved great success.
These observations lead me to conclude that law students need encouragement, while they are still in school, to reflect upon their personal goals and capabilities. They also require the opportunity to appreciate and develop the innovative thought processes that make for
greatness in law.
Such things require self-examination and criticism and an understanding, not of the law, but of lawyers. While the Law School provides
an excellent education in the law itself, it does little to encourage
an understanding of the profession of the law.
This encouragement would not be burdensome to provide. The foundation for it exists. One of the most beneficial courses I took while
at the Law School was .... 'Law and Society.' A significant part was
devoted to the study of the profession itself. This study was an incentive for me to examine my own goals and capabilities and to place
the law school experience in perspective. Would it be too much trouble
to expand this approach to include a study of 'great' lawyers and an
analysis of the reasons for their greatness? Isn't this really the way
to demonstrate that the ability to approach conventional problems in
unconventional ways is the sine que non of 'lawyering?' I think so."
"U of M's law school has led, directly and indirectly, to more
satisfaction and happiness in my life, both during and after law school,
than any other events in my life, save for my birth and my marriage.
In all sincerity, I can say that no matter what the magnitude of
my ultimate, aggregate financial contributions to the School, only a
fraction of my debt to it will ever be repaid."
"I read Law Quad Notes regularly. The faculty has little appreciation for how grusby the legal profession is. I am tired of having
fat practitioners blow smoke in my face. So I intend to try my best
to change occupations."
" .... I am concerned about the underlying potential of bias in
Question IV (principal occupation), which provides no convenient manner
in which to indicate a career in public interest law or legal services."
"Law schools cannot teach good judgment or common sense. The
profession just has to hope its participants have it--and use it. Law
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schools can help improve writing, communication skills, attention to
detail ana-technical competence. Please preserve Michigan's supremacy
in those regards: we need craftsmen, and thoroughness in the preparation and defense of lawsuits."
"The finest aspect of my experience at U of M Law School was the
interrelating with some faculty members who were very interesting individuals, and meeting and exchanging ideas with students who were often very intelligent and from varied backgrounds."
"I would like to see the Law School offer some means of preparing
graduates to deal with the practical aspects of the business of practicing law, such as billable hours, client acquisition, and client
contact."
"§§IV,A & B are certainly biased toward employment in establishment type roles. There does not seem to be any box to check for those
engaged in Legal Aid, Defending, Non-profit public-interest work. Just
as it was at Michigan Law School when it came to placement assistance
and the attitudes of most of the faculty, you've relegated us once again to the 'other' box."
"The Law School's orientation toward the more traditional legal
instruction provides, in my experience, a sound background for practice. Students who become impatient to get practical experience through
various clinical course offerings miss the more fundamental skill training offered in the classroom.
While at school, I participated in the summer legal aid program
for credit and I now consider that experience to have added little to
any skills I might have as a lawyer or would need were my practice a
general trial practice. Clinical programs add very little, if anything, that cannot be quickly learned after graduation, while the more
traditional approach offers preparation in fundamentals which are essential to any practice."
"As a non-traditional student .... I found the rigid structure of
the law school almost unendurable. Had it not been for the compassion
and flexibility of a few professors, I am not certain I would have been
able to complete the course. I do feel that the law school insistence
on compliance with the semester in residence requirements was extremely
detrimental, and that had I been allowed to have a 3 1/2 year schedule
for completion of the requirements I would have been able to obtain a
better legal education.
When .... I asked if I could reduce my program .... I was informed
that the Law School felt that making this sort of concession would .
compromise the quality of the legal education offered at Michigan ....
It was explained to me that to allow an extension even for just one
semester would start the trend toward Michigan's becoming 'a night
school.'
In any case I fulfilled the semester in residence requirements,
graduated on schedule, and thereby compromised my own legal education.
I will always feel that I could have been a better lawyer had I been
given the small bit of leeway that I needed to be able to handle the
multiplicity of tasks that faced me at that ttme in my life. I believe
that my own 'margin of excellence' was sacrificed on the altar of conformity to a meaningless standard.
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I never realized until today how angry I am
ceived at Michigan. Nevertheless I feel a great
concern for the institution, and hope to be able
profession in a manner that will bring credit to
had such a profound influence on my life."

at the treatment I resense of loyalty and
to contribute to our
the institution that

"Although I suspect that you hear this often, I want to express
my gratitude for my experience in Law School. I took from the Law
School far more than I gave, and left a better person because of it.
I hope and expect that my future contribution to the Law School and to
our society will justify the opportunity I enjoyed."
"Overall, Michigan presented me
cation. If I could change one thing
Socratic approach to teaching in the
it to be an inefficient process that
what boring."

with a very excellent legal eduit would be to decrease the
second and third year. I found
eventually made law school some-

"Dissatisfaction with my present work stems from (1) lack of challenge and intellectual stimulation because of the use of form contracts
with minor modifications for specific deals; and (2) lack of a mentor
to guide me in expanding legal skills."
" .... I am discovering that the thrill of the early stages of the
learning curve have passed and some of my work is becoming repetitive
and boring. The economy in the Detroit area has also significantly
affected the ability of the firm to increase billing rates and to receive payment in a timely fashion. This has been particularly true of
some of our public sector clients who are feeling true economic retrenchment for the first time in memorv for most of the active employees.
~
I also serve on the Committee for the Delivery of Legal Services
of the State Bar of Michigan. The information I receive there, together with the various financial, economic and population information
I must work with in the area of employee benefits and collective bargaining, casts some degree of foreboding over the future of those now
entering the legal profession. Perhaps a fair presentation of the
realistic prospects for law graduates would be helpful in avoiding the
disappointment which so often accompanies the failure to realize excessive expectations."
"Move Michigan Law School someplace with a decent climate and
friendly people."
"Law School should increase emphasis on ethics and professional
responsibility."
"Michigan was good to me in offering a broad exposure to the law.
For some who did not have the benefits of a strong personal faith and
supportive family, I sensed the experience was unnecessarily traumatic.
Some effort to 'tone down' the competitive environment (especially 1st
year) and open for discussion topics which really make or break the
successful practice (ethics, financial management, etc.) might be
beneficial."
"In reflecting back on law school, I find that my attitudes have
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changed markedly since that time. While in school, I felt that the
Clinical Law program should be expanded and made available to more students. Looking back, I find that the program was of limited benefit
and regret not using the time to take more substantive courses. However, I do feel that more resources should be devoted to actual 'trial
practice' courses, perhaps even an internship requirement for those who
desire to do any trial work (open court) after graduation."
"In general, I did not enjoy the experience of attending law
school. I am convinced that people can be taught to think like attorneys, and the process can be quite rigorous, without subjecting the
students to the sheer volume of work required at Michigan--and elsewhere. It seems to me that this system of education is responsible for
producing the large number of one-dimensional, amoral attorneys with
which our profession is plagued.
Incidentally, 'teaching' ethics in a formal class certainly is not
the answer."
" .... I definitely put my family ahead of my work. Thus although
there may be difficulties from time to time they always are worked out."
"1. I believe that the law school should develop a better course
offering focused on the lawyer's role in counseling the public or private organizations in their dealings with the Federal government and
to a lesser extent state and local governments. The general course in
administrative law is of very little use. What is needed are elective
courses in the law of specific Federal government agencies especially
the F.C.C., F.D.A., and F.T.C.
2. Also, greater permission for law school students to take courses
at the business school for law school credit in their 2nd and 3rd years."
"Michigan was a good law school. Faculty was most important.
They made us dig beneath the obvious. The competition for grades was
a little excessive but it's like that outside too. I've been very
successful as a trial attorney and yet I was not particularly good at
anything in law school. I'm not sure what it is but_law school does
not necessarily predict success in practice-by grades. Perhaps the
difference is that law professors are very different from judges, and
in law school there are no real clients. Anyway Michigan is a good
school. Don't do away with the intellectualizing in favor of the more
practical clinical approach. It's easy to learn that stuff in the
first six months of practice. Keep hiring TOP faculty!!"
"I believe that the law school should provide some career counseling. I entered law school at age 21 with an idea that I wanted to
be a lawyer but without any sense of direction as to a specific legal
career. I was in competition with many older students who had a lot
more maturity than I did. Many were as old as I am now. Career counseling ear~y in my first year would have been helpful. I feel that I
was left to make_decisions without any assistance from the law school."
"The practice of law on a daily basis (at least in a small firm)
involves skills such as negotiating ability and sales ability much more
than the type of skills taught in law school."
uAlthough I thoroughly enjoy teaching my present family situation
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does not lend itself to allowing time for research and publication. 1
feel the need to publish but I don't have the time necessary to ·purs'tt~
that avenue. As for private practice--law school inadequately prepares
a person for the mundane paperwork. Too often I've had to guess on .the
procedures to be used in filing and following through on a law case."
"I strongly believe that the law school should remain an ivory
tower, striving to teach analytical skills and attention to detail.
There's plenty of time to learn the Court Rules after graduation."
"My participation in the Law School's clinical program--specifi;..
cally the Genter for Law & Social Policy--was enormously valuable. t
hope the school continues to offer such programs; or expands its
offerings."
"With 5 years to have reflected upon I still believe the first
year of law school to have been an unnecessarily awful experience.
Professors .... were particularly obscure in their manner of teaching.
As a consequence I feel that all that I know of criminal law and real
property law was learned after law school. I also believe that irt
general during the period I was in school that the law school did not
emphasize teaching sufficiently. I had some of the worst teachers I
ever encountered in school at Michigan, although I had a number of excellent teachers as well. The first year is particularly formative
and I suggest that at least for first year students that the best and
most experienced teachers be assigned to teach property, procedure,
etc.
While I was unhappy with the teaching at times I would still recommend the law school to others. I still have many friends that I
developed in law school. Many of these people are excellent lawyers
and I gained a lot from associating with them. I also had teachers
such as Professor Edwards who were inspiring."
"U. of Michigan gave me an excellent academic background and
launched my career. I don't have fond memories of the place however
since nobody (maybe 1 or 2) cared about you as a person. If you
weren't Law Review you were dirt, which is sad since many of us are
still important members of the profession. This influences my feel~
ings regarding financial support of the school. Somewhere there must
be a small place for warmth."
"Being a Michigan grad has been a big help to me, but not because
of the real quality of the school. Rather, it is the perceived quality of the school; its reputation. I was offered enviable employment
because I went to Michigan. Other lawyers and some clients held it in
my favor before getting to know me. Classmates in other parts of the
U.S. refer cases. I started with advantages others don't have.
In the long run, I will establish a reputation based on what I
have done, and the credential will become of secondary importance.
Still, Michigan got me started, and with a tightening market that is
a big plus."
"There should be more to this questionnaire. Questions about:
changing fobs - why--salary, partner pressure, job assignments, loca•
tion, evo ving practice responsibilities, change of type of practice,
desire for growth, role of head hunters, other areas, etc. Mul.ti-
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state practice - admission, travel, area preference, recognition of
growth areas from perception in travel. Ethics - any complaints, why.
More detail on ~ob satisfaction- salary expectations matched?, feel
competitive wit colleagues in salary, competence?, feel threatened by
younger/older attorneys? dissatisfied with salary compression in firm/
corporation? are specialties changing? worried about future of profession--saturation, new skills, work time vs. non-work time and time
for family, financial security, small firm obsolescence, etc."
"I am convinced that graduates of Michigan are as well prepared
for practice as graduates of any law school in the country.
I also believe that students should be encouraged, at the earliest
possible time, to consider seriously what they intend to do with their
law degree. In view of today's more restrictive job market, the selection of a first job is far more important than what one might otherwise
suspect. There is a tendency today among employers to pigeonhole young
lawyers very early in their careers."
"I feel that I have managed to practice in a socially responsible
manner in spite of having attended UM Law. In retrospect, even more
than when I was there, I find the curriculum and faculty overwhelmingly
reactionery. If I had it to do over again, I'd go somewhere else, and
have passed that recommendation on to others."
"You didn't ask (a) what my most significant dissatisfaction was
with my law school experience, or (b) how well it prepared me to practice law.
To answer: (a) The extreme pressure of law school fostered by the
entire system is totally unjustified. It took me 6 months to recover,
and in no way assisted or enhanced my legal education, outlook, or
preparation. (b) I find that my education prepared me to be a lawyer
'a:s good as any, and better than most.'"
"Since leaving law school I have noticed a general qualitative
difference between U of M law graduates, on the one hand, and Wayne
State, U. of D., and D.C.L. on the other.
I only wish I could have more of a sense that Michigan could recognize her sons and daughters who go into a small firm practice with
the desire to do that very well."
"I worked as a public defender for four years, but quit last year
to return to school in a Ph.D. program in Criminology. (I hope to
teach at the college level in a criminal justice related field.) While
in school, I work 30-40 hours per week for a law firm doing products
liability legal research and factual investigation, drawing up complaints, discovery documents, etc., and preparing cases for settlement/
trial; this is the job your questions were answered about--but note
that it is not m career oal, and once I have m de ree and a teachin
posit1on I w1
no onger pract1ce aw, ue to too 1tt e 1nte ectua
stimulation and too. many moral and political doubts about connections
with repressive institutions."
"I have been in sole practice for approximately 4 months--too
early to make any judgments regarding the wisdom of that move or my
ultimate satisfaction. Ask me again inS years."
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"I have found what is, for me, the ideal situation. I have a
challenging position with an opportunity to contribute much toward the
ethics and responsibility of corporate management. At the same time,
I have avoided the excessive pressures and competitiveness of law firm
practice. My working environment is co-operative rather than competitive, and I have many rewarding personal interactions with clients and
colleagues alike."
"It might be interesting to include in the survey questions regarding: a) % of graduates who took and passed a bar exam; b) % of
graduates who have ever actually conducted a jury trial or formally
argued a case in an appellate court; c) %of graduates that have taken
Pro Bono cases, and the nature of the cases."
"I think the questions on marital and family status, which I assume are for the purpose of, among other things, assessing the impact
of domestic responsibilities on career, may unwittingly play into the
hands of those employers who can't see anything wrong with asking a
female job seeker about her marital, parenting and reproductive plans
-- you may be legitimitizing [if that is a word] that sort of thing as
a germane consideration if your study includes this kind of data. It
is a sad fact that this sort of information is not, by and large, used
by employers in considering male employees.
I also feel that your questionnaire does not make it clear that
people like me who avoid the 'big-time--corporate' type practice do so
in spite of rather than because of the prevailing pressures (both peer
and from above) at U of M law school. Although the education we receive stands us in good stead, it is by and large inner motivation that
keeps us from demoralization, and while I, at least, received personal
encouragement.from several individuals, there is little if any institutional encouragement for good students to turn away from the teaching
or prestige law firm options. I'm afraid that the fact that I am proud
of my accomplishments in a non-traditional practice will not weigh as
strongly as the fact that I am probably earning about half as much as
many of my classmates. I fear that the 10 or 15 of us in my class who
have gone the route I have will be viewed as the aberrant ones and with
a few exceptions there will be no effort to encourage others to try
this route."
"One aspect which does not appear on this questionnaire is that,
prior to entering law school, I was a patent agent and clerked several
years for my present firm. Consequently, my objective in law school
was to get that 'sheepskin' since my after school practice was predetermined."
"I have found that the University of Michigan Law School is a
highly respected institution in the 6 years I have been away from the
law school and the State of Michigan. I value the education I received
and I also value the institution from which I received that legal education."
"My experience has been that my writing, research and appellate
skills generally exceed those of graduates from so-called less prestigious law schools. However, many, if not most, of the graduates of
these schools graduate with far better trial skills. I believe U of M
Law School focuses too much on appellate practice."
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"Looking back, the Law School strikes me as having been too much
grade-competition oriented. Those of us below the top 10% level were
made to feel that we were in a certain sense failures. This was not
all student - or recruiter - imposed; the faculty conveyed that impression. Although I feel that success in private practice has enabled me to regain my self-confidence, it took quite a while to recover
from the Law School experience."
" .... Suggestions for future questionnaires: spouse's occupation/
income; short-and longer-term career plans at this time; involvement
in professional organizations; involvement in other community/volunteer
activities; significant failures and frustrations 1.n career."
"A U of M Law degree carries quite a bit of prestige in dealing
with other lawyers in New York, but not as much with clients, who are
less familiar with law school other than Harvard or Yale or local
schools."
"In two months I will be starting a professional corporation with
two other lawyers. We plan to provide research and other support services to law firms, corporations, and government (municipal, state and
federal)."
"I am still very satisfied with the legal education provided by
the Law School--perhaps more so as I see the products of other schools.
However, I believe that I could have benefited a great deal from more
individual contact and counseling."
"Questions re marital status are unnecessarily narrow and 'traditionalist' in definition. Do you reallb want information on those
of us who have chosen not to be married, ut who have lived with someone for five years (or""Tor any length of time, for that matter) .... "
"There is nothing I would particularly change about the law
school curriculum but with hindsight I would take different courses-including either Law Clinic or Trial Practice--r presumed that these
skills would be picked up fast after school, but found it a disadvantage to have had!!£ practical experience."
"Attending U of M law school was the smartest thing I've done."
" .... I advise all law students whom I meet to take every possible
course in law school, even if they wish to specialize. I find that
legal problems usually transcend subject areas, and that the broadest
possible knowledge of the law is important. Perhaps law school should
be four years lqng."
MBA.

"I wish that I had taken a joint degree program and obtained an
It would help me expand into some business areas."

"I think I have had a very successful 'Washington lawyer' career
and that the Michigan credential prepared me for it quite well--though
more through habits of quality, discipline and rigorous thinking than
in substantive areas. I wish more students could have a Law Reviewtype, intensive writing experience in law school though. It hones
your skills better than almost any classroom experience."
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"I generally feel positive about my law school education. Micbi·
gan has a good balance between 'theoretical approach to law' and lnuts
and bolts approach.'
I prefer faculty who have practiced law before going into teaching;
I am suspicious about hiring professors directly out of law school and
clerkship. The school should not teach commercial law and enterprise
organization as four hour courses; they deserve 5-6 hours.
I fear the school puts too much emphasis on new, sexy areas of the
law (environmental law, inter-disciplinary courses) and thereby gives
less time and money to the traditional courses (corporations, property,
.... ). At least from 1972-75 the business type of courses in the law
school were weak--agency, partnership & corporations in 4 hours is not
adequate."
"Having grown up in a lawyer's family, I had some idea of options
available upon graduation. I feel Michigan (not unlike other top law
schools) seriously misrepresented the job market in the real legal
world. Too many classmates of mine seemed to feel that if they did not
get jobs with the firms that came to interview at UM--which of course
were silk-stocking firms from a very small part of the legal spectrum-they were somehow failures. In an insidious way, 'getting job offers'
ultimately had less to do with what a person wanted to do for the rest
of his life, but rather became another competitive ego game for insecure over-achievers (and, let's face it, everyone who gets into UM Law
is one of the latter). Of course, all this ultimately promotes the
prevalent idea that the quality of a lawyer is in direct proportion to
the wealth of his clients. In short, law schools should do a better
job of presenting job options to students.
I need hardly add that all these observations come from a very
biased source~!"
"If I were to change the teaching in law school, I would increase
emphasis on statutes and the regulations promulgated by various government bodies. I would include in statutory interpretation more analysis of legislative history. Case analysis as traditionally taught
may create the wrong approach to many legal problems. (In evaluating
that comment, you should know that I practice in California, a state
with statutory emphasis and that I emphasize federal and state taxation
in my practice.)"
"My frank opinion both in law school and five years later is that
the teaching methodology in law school was about as bad as graduate or
professional education could be--by the way, I did not get bad grades .
.... There are at least several drastic deficiencies in law school
teaching: 1. Reading and discussing cases is a tremendous waste of
time. Irrelevant issues comprise a majority of space in any particular case, and issues are presented non-systematically--which retards
development of conceptual schema necessary to retain large amounts of
data.
2. 'The' or 'A' standard defense of this system--that the case
system prepares you to operate in the real legal world, where you must
read and understand cases--is quite honestly--silly. All Michigan stu•
dents learn to read cases after reading perhaps ten cases total. Case
analysis depends on grasp of legal concepts and grasp of concepts depends on systematic schema learned by students.
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3. The Socratic teaching method in class embodies the complete
reverse of established learning principles of feedback and reinforcement. Feedback is minimized by a professor following questions with
other questions in strings; reinforcement is virtually nil with exams
coming only at the end of course terms so that grades are unavailable
when they would do the most good--throughout the term as feedback and
reinforcement mechanisms.
4. Many or most law professors are not accomplished practicing
attorneys. Many have gone directly from law school into teaching
after judicial clerking or one or two years of practice. Their understanding of what is needed to teach a class of people who will mostly
go into practice of some kind, rather than into law teaching, is
limited .... "
"As an answer to question XI (my most significant accomplishment
in Law School and since leaving Law School), I had to resist the urge
both times to answer simply 'I survived.' I have found surviving-with sense of humor, sense of proportion, and personal priorities more
or less intact--to be quite difficult and a constant effort--although
so far I have managed and the effort has been worth it. Most of the
other men and women I know have had to face a similar struggle."
"I note that 'Legal Aid' is a direct possible response to question XIIa (career aspiration when entering law school), but doesn't
seem to have been anticipated in designing question IV (principal occupation). This is as I would expect."
"I personally believe that had it not been for the receipt of my
Juris Doctorate from specifically the University of Michigan or an institution of equal standing, I would not hold the level of responsibility which I do today."

******
The Law School is most grateful to all those members of the
Class of 1975 who took the time to fill in and return the questionnaire. It is with regret that the school reports that Kermit Charles
Bryant of the Class of '75 is deceased.

